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The Miller Group Selects ZixCorp’s Industry Leading Email Data
Protection
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZ., and DALLAS — May 6, 2015 — The Miller Group, (“MILLER”),
comprised of affiliated companies Miller Capital Corporation, Miller Investments, Inc., and Miller
Management Corporation, which provides venture capital, private equity, management consulting
and advisory services, has implemented email data protection from Zix Corporation (ZixCorp),
(NASDAQ: ZIXI), to secure and protect against email data breaches in transit and through
mobile devices.
Committed to protecting its clients’ business, financial, and personal information, MILLER chose
the same secure email solutions trusted by one in four U.S. banks plus numerous state banking
regulators, members of the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC), the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and the Securities and Exchange Commission
®

(SEC). MILLER uses ZixMail , a desktop email encryption solution, to encrypt and decrypt
®

emails and attachments. Encrypted email is delivered through ZixPort , a mobile-friendly secure
web portal.
MILLER also protects sensitive client information on bring your own devices (BYOD) with
®

ZixOne . With ZixOne, MILLER employees can address client needs by enabling access to email
on personal mobile devices without jeopardizing data protection, because corporate email never
resides on the devices.
MILLER’s focus is to make protecting the privacy and security of its clients’ information a top
priority. Not only has MILLER invested in upgrading email data protection but has also increased
server and back up data encryption security as well.
Rudy R. Miller, Chairman, President and CEO of The Miller Group, stated, “Data breaches from
small-middle size companies to the largest corporations in the world are a reality! Our
organization set a benchmark to find the BEST data protection for email and mobile devices in
the market. We reviewed a number of products, and it quickly became apparent to our team that
the market leader is ZixCorp. Their solutions’ ease of use and seamless integration into our
email system was a very important component for our internal and external users. ZixCorp’s
launch staff and support folks were just outstanding! We are extremely pleased to join other
financial organizations and regulatory bodies in utilizing this must have product in today’s everchanging cyber world.”

www.zixcorp.com

“Sensitive information is vulnerable to data breaches that can occur at any one of multiple access
points. By deploying both our email encryption and BYOD solutions, companies proactively
protect email data in transit and accessed with mobile devices,” said Rick Spurr, CEO of ZixCorp.
“And, innovative, easy to use solutions are critical to ensuring employee adoption. We appreciate
The Miller Group for recognizing our leadership and for selecting our solutions as key
components in their strategy to protect their company and their clients.”
About The Miller Group
MILLER, established in 1972 and headquartered in Scottsdale, Arizona, is comprised of several
affiliated companies including Miller Capital Corporation, Miller Investments, Inc., and Miller
Management Corporation. The Miller Group offers a broad range of services including venture
capital, private equity investing, debt financing, financial advisory, and management consulting to
public and private middle-market companies throughout North America, Europe, and Asia. A
select group of current and past clients include: America West Airlines®, Bowlin Travel Centers,
Inc.®, Capital Title Group, Inc., DELSTAR Companies, Inc., Legal Broadcast Network, LLC,
Magma®, McMurry, Inc., NJOY®, Ritz Carlton Magazine, Sequence Media Group, ServRx,
Sunshine Minting, Inc.®, Telgian Corporation®, and US Air Express.
About Zix Corporation
ZixCorp is a leader in email data protection. ZixCorp offers industry-leading email encryption, a
unique email DLP solution and an innovative email BYOD solution to meet your company’s data
protection and compliance needs. ZixCorp is trusted by the nation’s most influential institutions in
healthcare, finance and government for easy to use secure email solutions. ZixCorp is publicly
traded on the Nasdaq Global Market under the symbol ZIXI, and its headquarters are in Dallas,
Texas. For more information, visit www.zixcorp.com.
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